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iO Effect of FlaSh Field Size on

0 Flashblindness In an Aircraft Cockpit

• "••. •N Details of illustrations in SWiLu^m H. CUSHMA N

Dethis document may be better USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks- Air Force Base,

studied On microliche Texas 7825

CUS.UMAN, W. H. Effect of flash field size on flashblindnes. in display is called recoveryj time. While an afterimage
"an,aircralt cockpit. Aerospace Med. 42(6):630-634. 1971. may persist five minutes or miore, recovery times are

Ten volunteers were exposed to high intensity double pulse usually much shorter, for an observer can ofýe~n dis-
light flashes with flash fields subtending 130, 5, 100 and 150
ofvlsrnal angle. Fiashblindness recovery times for several aircraft tinguish,visual detail through an afterimage soon after
initruments were meajured for each flash field diameter. Counter. it begins to fade, especially if the level of ambient il-
measures including looking around the afterimage and body lumination is high.
movement were permitted on some of thetrials. Recovery time Experimental investigations of flashbiindncss are mi-
increased- as:the adapting-flash visual angle Was Increased tronm
P to 15%. Instruments requiring a greater visual acuity to be merous. Most have been controlled laboratory shidies
read had substafitially longer recovery times than Instruments using trained subjects, Maxwellian -view optical syslenms,
requiring less. The two, countermeasures listed above were found single pulse lashes, and Snellen letters or gratings is
to be helpful in reducing recovery time. recovery targets. While these experiments may he ad'e-

quate from a scientific viewpoint, they are often less
than satisfactory for military planners who must predict
flashblindness incapacitation under entirely different

S'r'HE UNANTICIPATED EXPOSURE of unprotect- circumstances (i.e., free viewing, two-pulse flashes, and
Ted combat pilots to the high intensity light emitted aircraft instruments as recovery targets). Nevertheless,
during a nuclear detonation canproduce retinal bums, laboratory investigations have delineated the variables
flashblindness, or both. "Retinal-bums are permanent which affect recovery time. These variables inclode
lesions of the retina and underlying tissue layers which flash intensity and duration,7,10,1 ,1-2 visual angles sub.
result from directly viewinig extremely high intensity tended by the flash field&,10,1 and recovery targets,',","
light sources such as nuclear detonations, lasers, and target luminance,,2o.11 preflash adaptation,,,") pupil di-
the sun, In contrast, flashblindness is only a temporary ameter*,2 and retinal locus of the afterimage.a
visual loss lasting from several seconds to a minute or A lesse;'number of-studies have been published coo.
more. Flashblindness is usually considered to be the cerning flashblindness as it might affect military air-
greater operational problem since it may be caused not crews. Alder'., and HamiltonMo have done flashblind.
only by direct viewing •but also by diffuse reflections ness experiments in aircraft and aircraft flight sitnula-
of- the 41reball from clouds, the terrain below, or the tors. Their studies dealt primarily with loss of aircraft
aircraft. Hence, the angular subtense and .reflectivity control during flashblindness and differences in recov-
of ,the object or objects viewed at the time of a det- cry times for different aircraft. They did not attempt
onation must be considered in evaluating the flashblind- to replicate any of the parametric laboratory studies
ness hazard in any combat situation, concerned with the variables whi(h affect recovery

The visual characteristic of flashblindness is the-for- time, nor did they measure recovery time for any i.-
mation of an afterimage which appears in the visual strument except the gyrocompass.
fleld as a bright area -of the same size and shape as The primary objective of the present study is to
the flashfield. The veiling luminance of the afterimage determine the effect of flash field size on flasliblind-
prevents an observer from perceiving visual detail in ness ,ecovery time in an aircraft cockpit for several
the portion of his visual field which is masked by the different flight instruments. This information is needed
afterimage. The afterimage persists for some time but for two reasons:
gradually fades as visual function is restored. The 1. The findings of similar laboratory studies have
elapsed time between flash exposure and when an ob- been contradictory. Millerlo has reported that fove'al
sewer can again-distinguish pertinent details of a visual recovery times decrease as the flash field diameter is

increased from 2.50 to 100 of visual angle, while
Chisum, and Miller and White" have noted an increase

Thli research was partially funded by the Defense Atomic it, recovery time as the adapting flash visual angle is
Support Agency, Washington, D.C. increased from ½o to 100. rReprduced by
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EFFECT OF FLASH FIELD SIZE ON FLASHBLINDNESS-CUSHMAN

2. 'Reeovery targets in almost all fiashblindness ex- Five Coloratrah.tungsten-halogen "quartz" lamps posi-
periments'have been letters, numbers, or gratings re- tioned in a seiiicifdllar arc across the canopy top as
quiring a relatively high visual acuity. However, many shown in Figure, 2 pivided the second pulse. Acti-
aircraft instruments require considerably less acuity to vated by the trafli', i • of the first pulse, the "quartz"'
be read, particularly those having large pointers, or lamps remained, b,.,'for'-t%6 seconds and illuminated the
bars. For this reason generalizations of laboratory find- B-47 instrumeiiý, 'anel with 100 ft-c. These secondary
ings to an aircraft cockpit may not be valid, particu- sources did nt affect recovery time, however, since
larly since Miller"o has pointed out that the visual angle they were sih'iited so their filaments ?9ere not visible
subtende'd by the critical detail in a target display is to subjccts *',ted in the FOT device and fixating on
an. importafit variable affecting recovery time. the FT 56, e. f4ector's diffusing plate.

The B-• f•ieter, gyrocompass; and airspeed indi-
cator we.,e. ,.d as recovery targets in this study. They

MATERIALS AND METHODS were 'ills '-i4ated only by the red nighttime cockpit
lights, now-uoly found in the B-47. 'The gyrocompass is

Apparatuts-The 'USAF School of Aerospace Medi- located i., lie upper central"portion of the instrument
cine's B-47 Flashblindness Orientation-Training (FOT)
system shown in ,Figures 1 and 2 was modified for use
as the 'experimental apparatus. The FOT System ,con-
sists of a liglht-tight, instrumented mock-up of the B-47
cockpit with a two pulse high intensity flash source
attached.

The first pulse of the adapting flash was provided by
a General-.E!ctric FT 503 flash tube mounted Within
an il½-inch parabolic reflector assembly. The exit aper-
ture of the reflector was completely covered with a
circular diffusing plate in order to provide uniform
luminance up to 7.5' in all directions from a central
fixation cross etched on the plate's front surface. The
fixation cross and diffusing plate were continuously il- .

luminated from behind prior to the flash by a t6pe EAK
modeling lamp located inside the FlT 503. The investi-
gator adjusted the intensity of the modeling lamp until
the luminance of the fixation point and diffusing plate,
as measureda.vith a direct reading photometer, was 2
mL. Flash field diameter could then be varied by>plae-
ifig, on the front surface of the diffusing plate, tem- Fig. 1. USAF School of Aerospace Medicine's B-47 Flash.
plates with circular apertures subtending 10, 30, 50, blindness Orientation-Training (FOT) Device with canopy raised.
100, or 150 of visual angle at 35 inches, the notmal
viewing distance.

The peak luminance of the adapting flash.,deliverridt
by the FT 503 was measured by a procedure brielly
outlined below. The output of the photomultiplicr
(PM) tube of a Gamma Scientific model 700416 photo-
metric telescope (complete with photopic eye response
filter) was connected to the inpiit of a Tektronix type
549 storage oscilloscope. The photometric telescope
wa.s aligned to measure the hluminance of a 100 mL
standard source. The sensitivity of the oscilloscope and
the'voltage on the telescope's PM tube were adjusted
until the investigatorobserved a full scale deflection of
the oscilloscope beam. The telescope was next posi-
tioned to measure the peak luminance of the FT 503
diffusing plate. The investigator placed a stack of cali-
brated neutral density filters in front of the PM tube,
flashed the FT 503 several times, and added or sub-
tracted filters as needed until the peak deflection of the
stored oscilloscope trace was again full scale, The total
optical density (OD) required to reduce the luminance
of the FT 503 to 100 mL was 6.2. Since OD = log
(1/transmission), the unattenuated luminance of the
adapting flash was 1.6 X 1011 mL. Flash duration be- Fig. -. Interior of B3-47 FOT Devive showing position of flight
twefn one-half peak amplitude points was 2 msec. instruments and location of flash sourcM
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EFFECT OF FLASH FIELD SIZE ON FLAS11ifLINDNESS-CUSHNIAN

panel. The compass needle subtends 3.10 X<'10' ,andit of 1.6' X< 10' and -had, a luminhince of .3,rhL. Thl, air-
b ad -h mean luminance of .07 mL; the angular sub- speed'indicator,,also subtends 4.50 of vissiai angle ' La-
tense of the 'entire instrument is 7.30. Located slightly cated slightly below and ts 'tho righit'of ltbe gyrocorn-
beloW. and to the left of the gyrocompass, the altimeter pass, the numerals in the centrajl window, of the air
subtends 4.50. Its longest hland has an angular subtensc speed indicator~subtend 20',.althoughi the critica~l detail

of each numpral subtends only 4'. Thes lumtifiiince of
the airspeed inidicator was- .2mL.

TAB4LE 1. EXPERIMENTAL COND)ITIONS Recovery timcs 'for each of the thrce inssruments

Adaping lash ' Istn~en~ ~ite~es were measutred'indc-penderntly with thr6e'6lectric timers
Condition Visual Angle Reading Sequaence P'ermitted (Indiust:ial Timer fprain model SC-1Q0).

I I ALT. AS! Yes Subjects-Five~commissioned officei's'u;nd five enlisted
2 3' ALT,~ AST Yes personnl ibi-assgned tb the Oculo-Th&rma1 Function of
4 ccAL, S YC: the USAF School of Aerospace ~Medicine volunteered

5 a' ~ ccto serve as subjects. Each had a visual acuity of 20/100
6 A85C Yezý or better,, correctable to 20/20. All had' normal dark
7 10, AL'r, CC, ATyes
8 15, ALT, GC, AS! yes adoption curves; none had detectable retinal damage
9 t0. ALT, CC, AS! No or other eye disease.

10 is$ ALT, CC. AS! No Procedure-Each' volunteer served once in each of

ALT--altimetcr; CC-9yrocwsspass; ASýI-airspeed indicator the ten experimental conditions (see Table I). The
order-in which the'e 10 conditions were presenited was
independently determined for each subject from a table

TABLE 11. MEAN RECOVERY TIMLS IN SECONDS ANDoSadmnmerTApeiiay)td hwdta
TIIER SrAN)AR D~IATO~sthe altimeter, gyrpcompass, and. :-airspeed indicator

Adapting Flash ViulAge-could' be sequentially 2road as indicated in Trable I
1* 3' 5. 10' 25. lo-LT 15'LT without biasing the data.

Altimeter X 1.71 2.06 3.25 4.26 6.79 18.94 25.59' The visual angles sbtribtidcd by the adapting flash
S.D. 1.57 2.82 3.22 2.87 3.02' 9.42 122.39 in conditions 1-3 were 10, 30, and 50, respectively.

Gyro X 229 259 .79 3.28 20.0 3732 4.27 Subjects were requested to identify as-qi~icklypas pos-
compass S.D. 2.62 2.35 2.6% 12.04 14.88 14.98 29.07 sible clockwise or counterclockwise h.&6emeiit of the
Airspeed R 3,98 17.12 32.85 39.42 44.29 48.98 66.47 altimeter~hands (ALT) and the 'number-10, 20, 30, 40,
Indicator S.D. 2.69 '9.94 10.96 15.42 14.12 19.30 27.74 60, 70, 80, or 90-appearing in the central window of

LT-Subjects were required to, read the cockpit instruaments through th th ised niao (ASI). In conditions 4-6 the adap~t-
afterimage. No countermerasures Wert! i1crinsjgtec ing fl~ash visual angles remained the same bilt subjects

j were required'only to read the course heading-N, NE,
E, SE, S, SW, W, ,or NW-indicated by. :the' gyrocom-

TABLE 111. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY pass (CC). In conditions 7 and 9 the flash fleldW sub-
- _-_-__- ----- z;= tended 100; it subtended 150 iii conditions 8 a-n'i~10.

Source d.f. M.Sq. c.t. F I' In these last four conditions the altimeter was read
ALTIMETER first, followed by the gyrocompass, ,and'finally the air-

Flah Field 4 1.291 FF1) X Ss 7.550 < .0! speed indicator.
Diameter (FF1))

Subjects (So) 9 .526, Limited cou~ntermeasures including looking around
FFD XSs 36 .171 the afterimage and moving slightly forward were per-

GYROCOMP'ASS nutted except il conditions 9 and 10. In these two
FED 4 10.846 FF1) X Ss 216576 <.02 cýonditions subjects were required to remain in a fixed
FFXS2 36 2.16 positionwand read their instruments through the decay:

ing afterimage. Turning up'cockpit lighting and exces-
AIRSPEED) INDICATOR sive forward 'movement were prohibited in all condi-

FFD 4 23.596 FF1) X Ss 40.473 <.01 tins
Es 9 2.349th .&dradpefo
FFD X Ss 36 .583 Prior to each exposure thelubjct ar dotd o

A square root transformation of the data was performe~d prior to analysis, two minutes while seated irn the B-47 cockpit. From a
console outside the cockpit the investigator set the
three target instruments to their assigned readings for

ABL IV SUMAY O t-E5S FR 1' N!)IS'FL~aIFIEDS that trial as determined from a table of random num-
________________________________________ bers. At the conclusion of the adaptation period the

Insstrusment Comparison t (one-tail test, 9d.I.) 1) fixation and instrumnent lights wvere turned on and the
Altimet'er 10' vs 100 LT -6.163 <.01 subject was instructed to take uip fixation. The subject

15' vs 15' 2tT -6.096 <.01 signaled his readiness for the adapting flash by depress.
Gyrocomp~as 10' vs 20' LTF -3.81M <.02 ing a hand-held switch. The investigator then pre-

I5' vs 25 OLT -7.854 < .01 sented the flash within twvo seconds, and the subject
Airspeed 10' vs 10' LT -2.228 < .05 bgnvral edn h agtisrmnsi h
In~dicator 15' vs 15' LT -3.9.27 < .01 bgnvral edn h agtisrmnsi h

- ________proper sequence as quickly as he could. As soon as a

632 Aerospace Medicin frc Juno, 1071
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target instrument was correctly read, the investigator quist treatments x subjects analyses of variance.$ Feoi
immediately stopped the timer corresponding to that all three instruments recovery 'time was found to in-
instrument. A correction factor of 4.25 seconds-2 crease significantly as the visual angle subtended Ly
seconds for flashduration phls 2.25 seconds for mean the source was increased (F - 7.550, F = 21.576, F-
instrument reading time in the absence of a flash-was 40.473, P < .01). Recovciy times were greatest'for the
subtracted from the elapsed times indicated on each of airspeed indicator and least for 'the altimeter. The
the timers before the datawere recorded. If the sub- analysis of variance summary table is presented in
ject made afn incorrect response, the data were dis- Table III.
'carded and the trial rerun ,at a later time. Subjects Figure 4 shows the magnitude of reductionin rebov-
were given ,three days convalescence between flashes. cry time attributable to looking around the\,aterimage

All subjects were given sequential instrument read- and moving slightly forward. These counte,;neasures
ing practice and several preliminary flashblindness trials decreased mean 'altimeter recovery time by about 17
with different flash field diameters. These preliminary seconds or 75%. Mean' gyrocompass recovery time ',as
sessions enabled them to become familiar with flash- reduced by 25 seconds or 60%,,andairspeed indicator
blindness countermeasures which were permitted. recovery time was reduced by 16 seconds' or 25%.

Six paired observation t-tests were done to determine
the significance of the difference between 100 and 100

RESULTS LT means and between 150 and 15' LT means for
each target instrument. Table IV shows the results of

Table 11 shows the mn recovery times and standard these tests. In all cases the mean~recovery times for
deviations of the ten subjects for each of the 21 instru- LT treatments were significantly longer than for :those
ment-flash field size treatments.,.LT refeis to treatments of corresponding treatments in which countermeasures
in which subjects were required to look through the were permitted.
afterimage and were not permitted to use counter-
measures. The mean recovery times for alh treatments
in which countermeasures were permittedare graphi- I)ISCUSSION
cally presented in Figure 3. Figure 4 sho:s the mean
recovery times of the 100 and 150 treatfrents. Since The function relating flashblindness recovery time
"the variances increased with an increase in mcan:,vel, and adapting flash visual angle for 20' numerals of the
a transformation of the data was required before' 4,1 airspeed indicator (luminance .2 mL) is similar in shape
analysis of variance could be validly performed. A to those found by Miller and White" for 19' Snellen
square root transformation was used and the trans- letters (luminance 9.5 mL and 38 mL) and by Chisuml
formed data of the 15 treatments whose means are for a .33 acuity grating (luminance .4-8.3 mL). Inthis
shown in 'Figure 3 were then analyzed in three Lind-

70
50

AIRSPEED INDICATOR

45 -O Go

40 -

50
OYROCOMPASS LT

35 a

30 -. - -4- AIRSPEEDDCO-----7-

- AIRSPEED INDICATOR w
25 -

tW 20 ,

0 11 Il 1: X i 0 " I S-AL ELTIETE R

p: 0

________________ 0 151

VVISUAL ANGLE SUBTENDED BY SOURCE
VESFig. 4. Flashblindness recovery times for 100 and 150 flash

Fig. 3. Flashblindness recovery time as a function of adapting field diameters as a function of me or non-use (I.T) of counter
flash visual angle for three primary flight 'instruments. measures for three aircraft instruments.
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study recovery time for -&he -!' num~rals of the ah- beyond,15'* for the gyrocompass and altimeter.
speed- indicator increaste4 as the visual 'angle -of the The differences in recovery 'times between the LT
.ou1iec-wa~r increased frb-nwI 0 to 15~, but the rate cf hnd-non-LT t-catinents shown in Figure 4 may now be

iicriser -Wsmr Jrpdrom- 1' to 5' than frm50 explained. This difference of 26 secondsifor the gyro-
IA 150. However, the- slwpe -transition- point @Df the compass and 17 seconds for the altimeter may be at-
curves in the Miller afid Whlitle" and Chisum3 studies, tributed mostly to subjecits looking around the after-
which were done in Maxwelliansviewv, is-20 ' *ather-than image in the non-LT treatments, -since both instruments

50. bouild easily 1)0 read around a 100 or 150 aifterimage
tefunction relating r&covery time and angular sub- at the original distance." The 16-second differenceifor

-~ tense cf the source for the airspeed indicator numerals the airspeed ind!2ator probably was due to subjects
-d issimilar, -however, to the one found by Millerio moving ftr&iard, since -all subjects reported, it was ex-

fo 1'Snellen letters, (luminance .07 mLt). She1 ound tremely difficult, if not impossible, to read the airspeed
-recovery-'iiwi.-decreased- a&.the-viruaI anglc subt~nded -indicator,.at the original distance around an afterimage

bytesource was increased fromr'2.5 0 t in 100. subtending 100 or greater; some did not~ev~n attempt
The lai'ge-differences in recovery times betwcen the i6o~do it. The "moving-~forsvard" hypothesis is also sup-

airspeed indicator and the other two instruments prob- poired by Miller's10o data. She found LT recovery time
ablW rneflect, the involvement of different underlying for Siiolle~n letters decreases rapidly as the angular sub-
visual 'Processes. Numeirals of the airspeed indicator tense 01f their critical detail is increased. Her data

' ~ with a luminance of,.2 mL and critical detail sub~tend- would predict a 10.15-second reduction in airspeed
ing 4' cannot he recognized at distances greater than indicator recovery tim!-for a- subject who looked through
aboutý 2.50 from the line of fixation,o:- indicating they tine afterimtage but movw.-44-orward in the cockpit about

~- ~,- are seen -with foveal and parafoveaýl elements. On Web 15 inches.
other'hand; the critical' detail of the gyrocompass and' Moving forward, while found-to be an effective coun-

ýaltirneter (i.e., width of the needle or hands) subtends termcasure, may not be advisable in some operational
10'. -these two instruments can be read by perliheral situations nor possible in some aircraft. In these-cases
mechanisms at retinal eccentricities-distances-from-the the mean recovery times for -an instrument requiring
center of the -fovea-of 7%1 and, greater.0 Hence, an the same visuial acuity as the airspeed indicator may
observer could read the altimeter and-gyrocoffpass by 1)e slightly greater (for sources subtending 101 or more)
looking around-the afterimage jar all flash fields used than would be predicted, from 'the datti in Figure 3.
iin -this -experiment. The altimeter was easier to, read
relative to the gyrocompassý because it was brighter REFERENCES
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